STONERIDGE COLLIES PREFER PRECISE
For the past 18 years, Theresa Uzelac of Stoneridge Collies has
fed her dogs Precise almost exclusively. An exhibitor for more
than 20 years and a breeder for more than 12, Uzelac is deeply
invested in the health and nutrition of her animals. She has gone
to great lengths to learn about dog food and nutrition, with the
goal of producing Collies with exceptional health, temperament
and conformation.
Uzelac began her career with longhaired Rough Coated Collies and eventually added
shorthaired Smooth Coated Collies to her pack. Currently, she owns and shows Collies
ranging in ages from six months to six years, and has two retired champions, over the
ages of 12. She averages one litter every one to two years. Her very first show Collie was
raised and conditioned exclusively on Precise. He became a champion at the young age
of 15 months and later, at three years old, ranked eighth in the national rankings for his
breed.
When Precise became temporarily unavailable in her area, Uzelac tried other brands and
was disappointed in the results. She found that her Collies were experiencing digestive
upsets and their coats became lackluster. When Precise became available again, Uzelac
quickly switched back, and in a short time, she saw dramatic changes in her Collies.
Their coats became healthier, shinier and demonstrated improved color, and their
digestive upsets disappeared.
“Precise’s formulas have quality natural ingredients and no chemical preservatives,” said
Uzelac. “That’s why it’s Precise or nothing for my beloved Collies!”
Now, Uzelac’s Collies enjoy Precise formulas including Precise Holistic Complete Senior, Precise Holistic Complete Large & Giant Breed - Adult and Precise Holistic
Complete Large & Giant Breed - Puppy. Uzelac claims her Collies’ love for Precise is
due to its palatability and, although she’s not sure they realize it, how nutritious it is for
them.
Uzelac states, “My Collies are healthy, happy, and live to ripe old ages eating only
Precise products. For that, I am eternally grateful to everyone at Precise Pet Products!”

